
Opening Session 









Financial Literacy
Measuring Member Engagement
Communication and Media
Public Policy
Strategic Planning/Thinking
Leadership Transition and Succession Planning



Branch Group A: Branch Reps from Midwest & 
North Atlantic Region
Branch Group B: Branch Reps from Southern 
Region & Western Region
Division Leaders
Region Leaders
ACA: Governing Council, Committee Chairs, 
Targeted Task Group Chairs and members



Communications and Media
Public Policy



Six Superb Reasons You Need a Plan will now be 
presented on Friday
#MemberEngagementMatters will be presented 
today



Opening Session
General Session – Our Targeted Task Group 
Initiative: Two Leadership Approaches to 
Diversity and Inclusion
Lunch
Breakout Sessions
General Session – Elective Content
Reception



Flip charts in rear of room
By the end of lunch, list topic of interest for 
roundtable discussions
Two rounds of discussion









Justification for finding, cultivating, and 
engaging new leaders
Deciding what to look for and how to 
proceed
A little group interaction
Strategies, “how-tos”, and tips to walk away 
with
Sound like a plan?







Mid-career people earning a living
“Seasoned” professionals preparing to retire
Largest group to focus on are Millennials





Millennials = 75.4 million (ages 16-35)
Baby Boomers = 74.9 million (ages 51-69)
Generation X = 65 million (ages 35-50), are 
projected to pass the Boomers in population by 
2028.



By 2018, Millennials will have the most 
spending power of any generation. 
Mobile commerce will be a huge contributing 
factor to the 3.39 trillion as 41% of Millennials 
have already made purchases with their 
smartphones. 



48% of Millennials who say word-of-mouth 
influences their product purchases more than 
TV ads. 
Each day, about 10,000 Millennials in America 
turn 21 everyday in America. 
Millennials are the largest generation on Earth. 
The larger the generation, the greater the 
influence over norms, expectations and 
behavior. 



By 2025, 3 out of every 4 workers globally will 
be Millennials. 
40 million Millennials in the workplace.
45% of Millennials will choose workplace 
flexibility over pay. 
56% of Millennials won’t accept jobs from 
companies that ban social media. 
Average tenure for Millennials is 2 years 
(compared to 5 years for Gen X and 7 years for 
Baby Boomers.)







Think about two things you are most proud of in 
your life
Share that with your tablemates



Think about two things you are most proud of in 
your organization
Share that with your tablemates













What does your organization DO WELL in 
attracting potential new leaders
OBSTACLES your organization faces in attracting 
new leaders
When you do find someone, how are they 
invited in?



Elevate Serve
Inspire Delight
Motivate Contribute
Impact Boost
Accomplish Create



Discuss ways that your organization identifies 
new leaders
If you were going to make changes in this leader 
identification process, what would it be?





Easier to find those with whom we relate 
and share common experiences
Positives and negatives



The lack of diverse opinions relegates an 
organization to a mode of no growth or 
stagnation. 



“…diversity leads to more innovation, more 
outside-the-box thinking and better 
governance…



To unlock the benefits…boards must learn to 
work with colleagues who were selected not 
because they fit in –
but because they don’t.”

From “Why Diversity Can Backfire on Company Boards” by Jean-Francois 
Manzoni, Paul Strebel, and Jean-Louis Barsoux, Wall Street Journal 
(January 25, 2010)





No longer business as usual. Today’s member 
(and potential leader) has different expectations 
than those who joined previously.
Our job is to find out what will motivate 
someone to pursue the leadership path.
We must ensure that today’s leaders 
understand the importance of a diverse group 
that reflects the face of our members.



The lack of diverse opinions relegates an 
association to a mode of no growth or 
stagnation. 
We must have various types of leadership 
assignments (with varying levels of time 
commitments) so that members have a choice.



Know where to meet that member you have 
identified as “leadership material.”
There is a high value to networking and finding 
out what works in other associations.



Justification for finding, cultivating, and 
engaging new leaders
Deciding what to look for and how to 
proceed
A little group interaction
Strategies, “how-tos”, and tips to walk 
away with



Counselors rock!
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